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This research topic presents speech as a natural, well-learned, multisensory communication signal,
processed by multiple mechanisms. Reflecting the general status of the field, most articles focus on
audiovisual speech perception and many utilize the McGurk effect, which arises when discrepant
visual and auditory speech stimuli are presented (McGurk andMacDonald, 1976). Tiippana (2014)
argues that the McGurk effect can be used as a proxy for multisensory integration provided it is not
interpreted too narrowly.
Several articles shed new light on audiovisual speech perception in special populations. It is
known that individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD, e.g., Saalasti et al., 2012) or language
impairment (e.g., Meronen et al., 2013) are generally less influenced by the talking face than peers
with typical development. Here Stevenson et al. (2014) propose that a deficit in multisensory inte-
gration could be a marker of ASD, and a component of the associated deficit in communication.
However, three studies suggest that integration is not deficient in some communication disorders.
Irwin and Brancazio (2014) show that children with ASD looked less at the mouth region, resulting
in poorer visual speech perception and consequently weaker visual influence. Leybaert et al. (2014)
report that children with specific language impairment recognized visual and auditory speech less
accurately than their controls, affecting audiovisual speech perception, while audiovisual integra-
tion per se seemed unimpaired. In a similar vein, adult patients with aphasia showed unisensory
deficits but still integrated audiovisual speech information (Andersen and Starrfelt, 2015).
Multisensory information can influence response accuracy and processing speed (e.g., Molholm
et al., 2002; Klucharev et al., 2003). Scarbel et al. (2014) show that oral responses to speech in noise
were faster but less accurate than manual responses, suggesting that oral responses are planned at
an earlier stage than manual responses. Sekiyama et al. (2014) show that older adults were more
influenced by visual speech than younger adults and correlated this fact to their slower reaction
times to auditory stimuli. Altieri and Hudock (2014) report variation in reaction time and accuracy
benefits for audiovisual speech in hearing-impaired observers, emphasizing the importance of indi-
vidual differences in integration. Finally, Heald and Nusbaum (2014) show that when there were
two possible talkers instead of just one, audiovisual information appeared to distract the observer
from the task of word recognition and slowed down their performance. This finding demonstrates
that multisensory stimulation does not always facilitate performance.
While multisensory stimulation is thought to be beneficial for learning (Shams and Seitz, 2008),
evidence for this is still scarce. In the current research topic, the overall utility of multisensory
learning is brought under question. In a paradigm training to associate novel words and pic-
tures, Bernstein et al. (2014) show no benefit of audiovisual presentation compared with audi-
tory presentation for normal hearing individuals, and even a degradation for adults with hearing
impairment. In a study of cued speech, i.e., specific hand-signs for different speech sounds, Bayard
et al. (2014) demonstrate that individuals with hearing impairment used the visual cues differently
from their controls, even though both groups were experts in cued speech. Kelly et al. (2014)
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show that when normal hearing adults learned words in a foreign
language, viewing or producing hand gestures accompanying
audiovisual speech did not affect the outcome. Lee and Nop-
peney (2014) show that musicians had a narrower audiovisual
temporal integration window for music, and to a smaller extent
also for speech, implying that the effect transfers from the prac-
ticed music stimuli also to other stimulus types. Together, these
findings suggest that long-term training and active use may be
requisites for multisensory information to be useful in learning
speech.
Neurophysiological correlates of audiovisual speech percep-
tion were addressed in the research topic. By using electroen-
cephalography (EEG) it was shown that attention (Alsius et al.,
2014) and stimulus context (Ganesh et al., 2014) affected early
event-related potentials (ERPs) to audiovisual speech. This pro-
vides further evidence that audiovisual interactions are not com-
pletely automatic. By using functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing, Erickson et al. (2014) demonstrate a subdivision of posterior
superior temporal areas for integrating congruent vs. incongru-
ent audiovisual speech, and Callan et al. (2014) show that differ-
ent regions in the premotor cortex were involved in unisensory-
to-articulatory mapping and audiovisual integration.
Interactions between auditory and motor brain areas dur-
ing auditory speech perception were also investigated. By using
magnetoencephalography, Alho et al. (2014) demonstrate that
connectivity between auditory and motor areas increased from
passive listening to clear speech to listening to speech in noise,
and that the strength of this connectivity was positively correlated
with the accuracy of syllable identification. Moreover, analyses of
EEG oscillations revealed that alpha and beta rhythms generated
in the sensorimotor and auditory areas were modulated during
syllable discrimination tasks (Bowers et al., 2014; Jenson et al.,
2014). By using theta-burst transcranial magnetic stimulation,
Rogers et al. (2014) show that disrupting the lip area of the motor
cortex impaired discrimination of lip-articulated speech sounds
from sounds not articulated on the lips. The involvement of the
motor processes is often considered to make speech perception
“special,” i.e., essentially different from perception of non-speech
stimuli. However, this remains a highly controversial view. Car-
bonell and Lotto (2014) claim that speech should not be consid-
ered special amongst other stimuli with regards to multisensory
integration.
Somatosensory information can also influence speech per-
ception. Ito et al. (2014) used EEG to study how stretching the
skin on both sides of the mouth influences processing of speech
sounds, and displayed auditory-somatosensory interaction that
was sensitive to intersensory timing. In another EEG study,
Treille et al. (2014) report that haptic exploration of the talker’s
face during speech perception modulated ERPs. These findings
confirm that auditory-somatosensory interactions contribute to
speech processing.
The current research topic shows that speech can be perceived
via multiple senses and that speech perception relies on sophis-
ticated unisensory, multisensory and sensorimotor mechanisms.
Multisensory information can facilitate perception and learning
of speech. Still, there is great variation in multisensory percep-
tion and integration in both typical and special populations at
different ages, which should be studied further in the future.
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